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Marching Ahead PISA
Alan Ho

CISSP
Chairperson

I

nto the third quarter of 2007, with the
new EXCO annual election just behind us,
we continue to see high level of enthusiasm
from all around us.
PISA continues to be in a unique position in
increasing public awareness in information
security and increasingly recognized in this
professional area. It is both amazing and
rewarding to see the efforts that were put into
various events and sharing of best practices,
like the Clean PC Day, Virtualization
Workshop, WLAN War-Driving in Macau,
Penetration Test Workshop, etc. We are

making new strides every day, thanks to the
corresponding working committees and to
everyone of you. Our extension of student
membership no doubt opens new opportunities
for us too.
With the incorporation of PISA, another new
chapter will begin. I know many of you are as
excited as I am. I look forward to be with you
all in making new footprints.

Alan
September 2007

“We look forward to be with you all in making new footprints,” said the
newly elected PISA EXCO
From Left:
Antony Ma, Thomas Tsang, James Chan, Alan Ho, Daniel Ng, Bernard Kan and
Howard Lau
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Flavours of Virtual Machines
Sang Young CISSP, CISA, CEH, CHFI
Program Committee
Choice of Virtualization

T

here are many software vendors providing the system virtualization software for x86. Some of
them are running on Microsoft Windows XP or Vista and some of them are running Mac OS X or
Linux. In fact, if we don’t need sophisticate features and support of hardware virtualizations, we can use the
products with the freeware license. Here is some of the virtualization software commonly found in the market:
Product Name

Host OS

Reference URL

Microsoft Virtual PC

Windows

http://w w w .microsoft.com/virtualpc/

Parallels

Windows, Linux, Mac

http://w w w .parallels.com

VMware

Windows, Linux, Mac

http://w w w .vmw are.com

OpenVZ

Linux

http://openvz.org

Parallels

Windows, Linux, Mac

http://w w w .parallels.com

Xen

Linux

http://w w w .xensource.com

Kernel-based Virtual Machine Linux

http://kvm.qumranet.com/

Virtual Box

http://virtualbox.org

Windows

Virtual Appliances
Virtualization software vendors work with solution
providers to offer numerous virtual appliances which is a
minimalist virtual machine image designed to run under
virtualization software.
The category of virtual appliances includes security
applications, system and network management applications
and business applications. Users can just download the
“canned” virtual appliance and run them. Virtual
Appliances save us the time to install and configure the
applications. Virtual Appliances are very useful for product
evaluation and dem. Some URLs of virtual appliances are
given below for reference.
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Microsoft
Virtual PC

http://www.microsoft.com/technet/try/v
hd/default.mspx

Parallels

http://ptn.parallels.com/en/ptn/dir/

VMware

http://www.vmware.com/appliances/

Among virtualization solution providers, VMware offers
the widest spectrum of choice of virtual appliance for us
to evaluate and use. For the security related virtual
applications, I recommend trying these virtual appliances.

Virtual Appliance Examples
JanusVM for Vmware
The first recommended virtual appliance from VMware is
suggested to equip with is JanusVM. It is very small in
size; only consume 22M Bytes disk space. It is called
Internet Privacy Appliance. When you access Internet via
this appliance, your can hide your identity. The
anonymous access is based on The Onion Routing (TOR)
technology. For more information about TOR, you can
visit http://tor.eff.org. Once you start the JanusVM, a very
simple setup instruction will be given to you on how to
setup in your host computer. In fact, what you need to do
is to create an icon into your desktop. Below is the screen
of started JanusVM.
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Follow the install for your local PC or your
LAN and an icon will be created into your
desktop.

If you want to surf Internet anonymously,
simply click the icon and you can now get
the privacy protection. The only drawback
for using JanusVM is performance issue.
Astaro Security Gateway
The second interesting virtual appliance for
VMware is Astaro Security Gateway. It is
an UTM firewall gateway. It has very
excellent user interface for security
administrator to configure and manage it.
Astaro Security Gateway is commercial
software. However, it has free license for 5users for home or personal use. Below is
the Astaro web user interface.
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Network Security Toolkit
My third suggestion is
Network Security Toolkit
(NST). It is a virtual
appliance comes with
some popular Linux
based security tools built
in, like Nessus, Snort,
NTOP, Nmap, Ethercap
and Firewall Builder. It
provides the web user
interface to access some
command line based
tools, making them much
more easier to use.
Below is the web user
interface of the NST.

Xen Quick Start
Xen (http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/research/srg/netos/xen/) is an open source project of the University of Cambridge Computer
Laboratory. Its objective is to provide a high performance virtual technology based on open source software. Xen is
excellent virtualization software in Linux community and is becoming part of the Linux Distributions, like Fedora, SuSE
and Ubuntu. The new version of Xen has full virtualization support with the availability of Intel VT and AMD-V
technologies, so that no modification to the guest OS is required. Proprietary software like Windows can be installed
unmodified on Xen.
Although Xen needs to brush up its interface to make it easier to use as commercial software like VMWare, its features are
competitive with the commercial counterparts. One of these features is live migration which is a sophisticated functionality
for enterprise environment. This feature is usually available in vendors offerings only but now Xen offers it for free. No
kidding! With live migration, two physical machines that are running the Xen virtualization software can form a fail over
pair. A virtual machine in one physical machine can migrate to the another physical machine without any service
interruption when failure in one physical machine is detected.
The best Xen Migration Demo is provided by Novell. Although this demonstration is based on Novell’s Linux SuSE, it
works for any Linux distributions that are running Xen. The demo guide is available at this URL:
http://forge.novell.com/modules/xfref_library/detail.php?reference_id=2736
From this demonstration guide, you can learn some iSCSI stuff and how iSCSI work in virtualization environment.
If you want a comparison of different flavours of virtual machines, please visit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_virtual_machines
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Kernel-based Virtual Machine
Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM) is a new open source project started in 2006 by Avi Kivity. It takes advantage of
the hardware virtualization technologies (Intel VT and AMD-V) to provide a small and simple virtualization infrastructure
for Linux. It consists of a loadable kernel module, that provides the core virtualization infrastructure and a processor
specific module. It uses the Linux scheduler, memory manager. It requires a modified qmenu for I/O hardware emulation.
It provides a full virtualization system for x86-based Linux systems, allowing users to create VMs running x86 guest OS.
KVM can also do live migration. KVM currently supports a single processor and is included in mainline Linux as of 2.6.20.
It is worth to pay attention to its development.

Emulators and Others
In addition to virtualization, there is
another approach to run a virtual
machine on top of existing physical
machine. It is emulation which is a
simulation of another kind of computer.
For example, we can use the x86 PC to
simulate a game console, NDS,
PowerPC computer or Motorola 68000
series computer.
PearPC
Long before the launch of Mac OS X for
Intel CPU, people have been attempting
to run the Mac OS X on top of x86
machines. PearPC was developed for
this purpose. It simulates a PowerPC
computer using Intel x86. A classical
demonstration is running a Mac OS X
virtual machine on top of Microsoft
Windows XP OS using PearPC. For
details of information about PearPC, you
can visit http://pearpc.sourceforge.net.
My personal experience told me that
running an emulator is very slow, for
example, it took me 30 minutes to boot
up a Mac OS X using PearPC in a
Pentium D 920 machine.
BasiliskII
Copyright &
Disclaimer
Copyright owned by the
author. This article is the
views of the author and
does not necessarily
reflect the opinion of PISA.
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User Mode Linux
Linux is an interesting platform; we can run something that similar to
virtualization. It is the User Mode Linux (UML) project. UML is
building a Sandbox of Linux inside a Linux. We can use UML to run
buggy Linux software without damage the Linux installation. In addition,
we can use UML to host virtual servers such as DNS server.
For details see:
http://user-mode-linux.sourceforge.net

BasiliskII
(http://basilisk.cebix.net)
simulates the Motorola 68000 machines.
I can use it to run a Mac OS 9 or below
under Microsoft Windows XP. Below is
my Mac OS 7.5.3 running with
Microsoft XP.
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Detecting the Virtual Environments
Raymond Tang CISSP
Program Committee
Introduction

N

owadays, Virtual Machine (VM) technology has been widely used. It allows one or more guest operating
systems running on top of another host operating system. Each of the guest operating systems runs on an
emulated environment which is self-contained, isolated and indistinguishable from a real machine.
Because of the ease of creation and use, VM environments (VME) have become a common playground in the analysis of
malicious code. Given the growing reliance on VME by security researchers to study and monitor the behavior of
malware, computer attackers and malware developers are very interested in detecting VM, both on a local VM or on a
remote VM across network. If the malicious code has detected itself being activated in a VME, it can turn off some of its
malicious functionality to evade detection by security professional who is able to devise defence by studying the
behaviour of malware.
Typically, there are four types of VM detection methods
on a local VM:
 Looking for VME artifacts in processes, file systems
and registry
 Looking for VME artifacts in memory
 Looking for VME specific virtual hardware entries
 Looking for VME specific processor instructions and
capabilities

Strategies to mitigate the problem
Some virtual machine tools/environments will insert
components such as processes/services, files/directories
and registry keys into the guest operating systems that
can be easily found.
Let’s take VMware generated Windows XP guest OS as
example. If the VMware Tool is installed into guest
Windows XP, there is the running VMtools service
which can be easily pinned out by tasklist.exe in
Windows XP or Plist.exe in Windows 2000. Also,
there are other possible running services such as
VMwareService.exe,
VMwareUser.exe
and
VMwareTray.exe.

Moreover, there is over 50 different references in file
system to VMware and vmx, and over 300 references in
registry to “VMware”.
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Looking for VME artifacts in memory
A second method to detect VME is looking the anomalies
in memory created by virtualization process. This can be
done by dumping memory by using dd. Typically, there is
over 1500 references to “VMware” in memory. However,
this is a time-consuming and expensive approach to get
an image of memory.
A better technique is to find out the location of Interrupt
Descriptor table (IDT). The IDT is a table which tells the
system where operating system interrupt handlers are
located in memory. Typically, on real machine, the IDT is
resided lower in memory while it is located higher in
memory on virtual machine. This technique can be
applied on both VMware and Virtual PC.
The typical IDT-checking concept is called “Red Pill”
which is done by researcher named Joanna Rutkowska. It
runs single machine language instruction which is called
SIDT to find the Interrupt Descriptor Table Register
(IDTR) in a processor register. This IDTR stores the
memory address of IDT.
After several times of running SIDT, Rutkowska
observed that most of the time, no matter it is VMware or
Virtual PC in Redhat Linux or Windows XP
(XP/2000/2003), the IDT is generally located at above
0xd0XXXXXX while in real machine, the IDT is
normally lower than 0xd0XXXXXX.
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Other than Red Pill, there is another IDT-checking tool
called Scoopy which is developed by Tobias Klein.
Basically, Scoopy applied the similar logic as Red Pill
to check the location of IDT. However, it extends the
capability to look for Global Descriptor Table (GDT)
and Local Descriptor Table (LDT) by running SGDT
and SLDT instructions respectively. Klein observed
that host operating systems have an IDT located at
memory location 0xc0XXXXXX which is consistent
with Red Pill (it is lower than 0xd0XXXXXX)

Looking for VME specific virtual
hardware
A third type of detecting VM methods is looking for the
distinct fingerprints of virtual hardware such as NIC cards
as well as MAC address, video controller, I/O controller,
etc. For example, in VMware, the file vmscsi.sys is SCSI
driver for VMware SCSI controller card, vmx_svga.sys is
the driver for VMware SVGA II, vmxnet.sys is the driver
for VMware network card.
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Also, there are another fingerprints to determine the virtual hardware. In the Device Manager of Windows
(XP/2000/2003), the unique identity for NIC card is AMD PCnet card in VMware, the IDE controller has the label of
VMware Virtual IDE for IDE disk and NECMwar VMware IDE CDR00 for IDE CD-ROM.
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Apart from the specific labeling of virtual hardware, it is
possible to detect a VM by checking the pattern of
network MAC address. According to IEEE Standard
Association, each vendor needs to register the three-octet
Organization Unique Identifier (OUI) for use in
generation of the Universe LAN MAC address and
Protocol Identifier per ANSI/IEEE standard 802 for use
in Local and Metropolitan Area Network.

Looking for VME specific
processor instructions and
capabilities
The fourth type of VME detection is to analyze the
processor for any behavioral characteristics of a virtual
machine. Some VMEs, e.g. Virtual PC, will introduce
non-standard x86 instruction set to identify guest-tohost communication. While VMware follows the
standard x86 instruction set to carry out guest-to-host
communication, it subverts the functionality of a certain
X86 instructions to accomplish this communication.
A tool called VMDetect (see
URLhttp://www.codeproject.com/system/VmDetect.asp
)
attempts to detect the use of non-standard x86
instructions
by
VirtualPC
in
guest-to-host
communication. The mechanism is:
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For details, please refer to this link:
http://standards.ieee.org/regauth/oui/oui.txt.
In VMware, there are 4 typically patterns in the first
three octet of MAC address.
00:0c:29:….
00:05:69:….
00:50:56:….
00:1c:14:….

• Register its own handler for invalid OpCodes which is
the exception created by running non-standard x86
instructions
• Run a VirtualPC specific non-standard IA32
instruction
• If the processor runs the instruction, then it knows it is
inside a Virtual PC environment. On the other hand, if
the handler for invalid OpCodes is called, then it means
it is in real machine.
To detect the presence of VMware by means of guest-tohost communication, the common method is to run the
following code:
/* in Intel syntax (MASM and most Windows
based assemblers) */
MOV EAX, 564D5868h
/* magic number */
MOV EBX, command-specific-parameter
MOV CX, backdoor-command-number
MOV DX, 5658h
/* VMware I/O Port */
IN EAX, DX
<- Exception here
CMP EBX, 564D5868h
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Reference

Conclusion
To sum up, VM detection is very plausible and there are
a number of approaches. VM detection is just the
beginning of VM attack. Hackers can use VM detection
to change malware behaviour. Eventually they may
make use of VM software vulnerability to carry out VMto-VM attack or VM traversal escalation to attack the
host machine.

Defeating Honeypots: System Issues (2006)
http://www.xsec.org/index.php?module=Archives&act=v
iew&type=3&id=6
The Red Pill on Various Vms (Tom Liston & Ed
Skoudis, 2006)
http://handlers.sans.org/tliston/ThwartingVMDetection_L
iston_Skoudis.pdf
How can I set a static MAC address for my VM?
http://vmware-land.com/Vmware_Tips.html#Net3
Attacks on Virtual Machine Emulators (Peter

Ferrie)
© copyright Raymond Tang, 2007 

http://www.symantec.com/avcenter/reference/Virtual_Ma
chine_Threats.pdf
VMware Backdoor I/O Port
http://chitchat.at.infoseek.co.jp/vmware/backdoor.html
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BlackHat Briefing & DefCon 2007 USA
Anthony Lai CISSP, CISA
Program Committee

John Chee CISSP
Program Committee

The Hot Summer Fever

W

hat would you do if you have a break in the hot August?
Anthony Lai and John Chee, two PISA members who were so passionate about information security
that they could not resist the attraction of the Blackhat Briefings (BHB). With two complimentary tickets from
PISA for the BHB, they flied to attend the BHB and the DefCon in Las Vegas by self-financing. The Editor
had interviewed them via email after they returned. Here is a summary of the interview.

PISAJ: Can you give us some background of
the BHB and DefCon and contrast them?

booths selling stickers,second handed devices, books, Tshirts, etc.

Anthony:

John:

BHB was a commercial-sponsored event. Honoured
and renowned speakers were there to share with you
the advances in infosec. You got tea/food-break for
every 90 to 120 minutes. You could find out
information on cuttting
edge security products and
services at the conference
venue.

This year, BHB USA was held in Caesars Palace Hotel in
Las Vegas on 1-2 August. Around BHB, there were
optional Blackhat trainings at extra costs. There were
thousands of attendees from different states in America
and the overseas. The
briefings gathered the top
speakers

around the world, dividing
100+ information sessions
DefCon had no vendor
into 9 tracks in 2 days.
presence. The low entrance
Surely you could not take
fee (USD100 per day) for
all sessions you like to
a three-day conference
attend. A feeling of pitiful
made it very accessible to
loss was the attraction of
the commons. Apart from
BHB throughout the years.
the confer-ence program,
the focus was put on the
many activities where you
John Chee (left) and Anthony Lai at the DefCon
could demonstrate your
PISAJ: Which sessions of BHB interested you
security and hacking capability. There was a great
the most?
Q&A session after each seminar where people could
meet the speaker in another room. I found those afterJohn:
session discussions fantastic for those who want inApart from the valuable knowledge gained from technical
depth understanding. There were vendor
sessions, I was particularly impressed by the two sessions
below:
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Favourite I: The Psychology of Security
"The Psychology of Security" was a keynote session by
the veteran security guru Bruce Schneier. He firstly
highlighted that security is a perception. You can feel
secure even if you are not secure, and at the same time,
you can be secure even though you don't feel it. Secondly,
security is a trade-off. A decision on how much you are
willing to pay in return for security, i.e. the cost vs
benefits. Unfortunately we don't always make the most
logical choices. Bruce gave many examples to illustrate
that our decisions could be manipulated. For instance,
below is a survey with people divided into two groups
and given the choice between two alternatives.
Group-1, given the choice between:
Alternative-A: a sure gain of $500
Alternative-B: a 50% gain of $1000

Chef #1: Toshinari Kureha
Specialty: Runtime Analysis
Approach: Black Box Scanning Tool + White Box
Testing Tool
Chef #2: Sean Fay
Specialty: Source Code Analysis
Approach: Static Analysis
During the competition, the pros and cons of the
approaches used by the chefs were explained. Hence you
were not only learning the theories, but also seeing how
it works and the result. Who won the iron chef? I should
let the readers find out on their own. Hint: the winner
started with letter 'T'...

Anthony:

Group-2, given the choice between:
Alternative-C: a sure loss of $500
Alternative-D: a 50% loss of $1000

I was also impressed by Bruse Schneier's talk.
Furthermore I found these two enlightening:
Favourite III: Low-tech Hacking by Johnny Long

There were 84% in Group-1 taken Alternative-A (sure
gain) and 70% in Group-2 taken Alternative-D (possible
loss). The result revealed that people have subjective
values for gain and loss. We tend to prefer a sure gain
and try to avoid a sure loss. By manipulating our
subjective values, Bruce concluded people are messy in
making security trade-offs.
For further readings, see Bruce's
http://www.schneier.com/essay-155.html .

essay

in

Favourite II: Iron Chef Blackhat
Similar to the cooking competition, there were two chefs
competing to find vulnerabilities in the same program
within 45 mins. The secret ingredient was a software
code of JSPWiki v2.5.79 written in Java and JSP. The
dishes were vulnerability reports to present to a panel of
celebrity judges.
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Hacking is not only about system security. A hacker also
employs non-technological or low technology techniques,
to gather information. The talk was on social engineering,
like getting know other’s job/position by looking for
his/her car decoration, staff card, labels, dressing, etc.
Favourite IV: Tactical Exploitation by HD Moore &
Valsmith
They showed new techniques and tools by the Metasploit
developers and demonstrated innovate ways to penetrate
systems with live demos. I am impressed by their
exploiting authentication server by copying those token
files from the operating system to another user’s
directory, replaying and authenticating as another
legitimate user. It was great and fantastic. Meanwhile,
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Metasploit has released beta
version of web penetration
test tool named W3AF, Web
Application Attack and Audit
Framework,
for
web
application testing. They have
provided a white paper titled
with Tactical Exploitation. I
do appreciate their slogan:
“Have fun and think creative”.

PISAJ: It is already very interesting. How about
DefCon?
John:
DefCon15 was hosted in Riviera Hotel in Las Vegas on 35 August. Compared to BHB, the atmosphere was less
formal. The sessions were divided into 5 tracks and
running from 10:00 to 21:00. It was noteworthy that
DefCon15 shared some of the sessions with BHB (same
topics and presenters), but in a more concise format, i.e. 50
mins per session in DefCon vs 75 mins in BHB. With a
BBQ afternoon and a movie night, DefCon was a fun fair
for underground hackers.

Anthony presented
souvenirs from PISA
to Jeff Moss (middle),
Founder and
Director of BH, and
Carl Berndtson,
Business
Development
Consultant.

to find out vulnerabilities in other teams’ servers and work
on steals, overwrites or even break in. When a team
successfully launched an “attack” to another server, the
screen will pop up the “success” message to public.
Meanwhile, there was a chart showing the stability
percentage of the service level of running processes. This
competition lasted for 2.5 days. An Asian team from Korea
got the fourth prize.
I had interviewed the winning team, 1@stPlace
(http://nopsr.us). They shared their strategy with the reader
here. Firstly, other teams ignored the file permission which
made a difference for them. Secondly they use these
strategies to play this “WarGamez”:

Anthony:

z Keep services up at all times. Who cares if someone is
stealing your keys?! Service Level is a direct multiplier of
all other points.
z Automate attacks. Spend your time developing new
attacks, not running old ones.
Lock Picking
z Automate key management. Spend your time stealing
You learnt how to pick a lock and buy some tools. new keys, not shuffling old keys.
Meanwhile, there is a time-attack lock picking competition. z Reflect attacks. If there's an attack on the wire, capture
You simply cannot learn this in Hong Kong.
it and use it against the other teams
My favourites were “Lock Picking” and “Capture the
Flag”.

Capture the Flag (CTF)
This was the ultimate cyber-ninja warfare presented by Dr.
Kenneth Shoto with 8 qualified participating teams, having
6 to 9 members in each. Each team was given an
unpatched Linux server. The teams needed to
maintain/defense any existing running services including
FTP, HTTP, SMTP, Telnet, SSH, etc. against any attacks
by manual patching. Their score is scaled according to the
percentage of time that their services have been up. At the
same time, they had
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The most funny statements of this WarGamez are:
The goal WAS NOT to:
z Create secure enterprise SOA data architecture for Web
2.0 paradigms
z Audit compensating controls relevant to risk-averse
business verticals
z Demo your company’s latest, greatest, whizz-bang snake
oil
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Their goal WAS
z to unleash the blackhat within and actually break into
something and conjure a ethereal machine code into laserguided bombs.

References
Blackhat 2007 USA and archive of presentations
http://www.blackhat.com/html/bh-usa-07/bh-usa-07index.html
http://www.blackhat.com/html/bh-media-archives/bharchives-2007.html

Summary and Wrap up
PISAJ: Now you are back to Hong Kong. What
does BHB left to you?
Anthony:
I had learnt about DNS related attacks including anti-DNS
pinning, which, to be frank, I am not very familiar with. It
triggered me to research on it. Exploration and reaching the
rim of knowledge, and meeting people from other parts of
the world had opened my mind. In the conference, we are
talking about real-life attack and test, rather than “paper
tiger” game. Comparatively, in Hong Kong, we lack such
culture and dedication in infosec. There is a long way to go
for us. The CTF was the event I hope to organize in Hong
Kong later.

DefCon
http://www.defcon.org
Sidejacking Gmail accounts with Ferret and
Hamster
http://blogs.zdnet.com/Ou/?p=651
W3AF – Web Application Attack and Audit
Framework
http://w3af.sourceforge.net/
Tactical Exploitation Whitepaper
http://www.metasploit.com/confs/blackhat2007/tactic
al_paper.pdf
Paterva – Search your target
http://www.paterva.com
DNS Pinning Explained
http://christ1an.blogspot.com/2007/07/dns-pinningexplained.html

John:
“It was three busy days in Las Vegas. I really had a good
time and no regret in attending the conferences. I have no
reservation to recommend friends to attend Blackhat &
DefCon conferences whenever possible.” Unavoidably, I
brought lots of souvenirs, technical books and DVD
recordings. The idea to tape the sessions and burn into
DVDs for selling is brilliant. With the DVDs, I could review
all sessions afterwards. The only complaint is the cost USD $500 for 19 DVDs to cover all Blackhat and DefCon
sessions. I ended the day with an empty wallet.
Copyright &
Disclaimer

© copyright 2007 

Copyright owned by the
author. This article is the
views of the author and
does not necessarily
reflect the opinion of PISA.
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n 2007, (ISC)2 launched the Information Security Leadership Award (ISLA) as part of her global Awards
Programme to recognise the ongoing commitment by information security leaders in Asia-Pacific to build a highly
qualified and ethical workforce.
The ISLA

Feelings of PISA honourees

Professionals could be nominated in three categories:
z Senior non-IT security professional (CIO, CFO, etc.)
z Senior IT security professional (CSO, CISO, IT
Security Manager or senior security manager with
significant IT security management responsibilities)
z IT security practitioner who had distinguished
him/herself for implementing and/or managing the
implementation of a component of a security programme.

Mr. S.C. Leung was chosen as one of the four showcases
in Asia Pacific. SC was very delighted to receive the
award. He said the ISLA is a successful scheme in
recognizing the achievement of information security
professionals and hope it would continue to encourage
professionals to take initiative and be innovative to
promote awareness or improve the quality of security in
community or the organizations. He attributed his success
to the collective effort of the EXCO and program
committee of PISA in promoting information security
awareness in Hong Kong.

Professional certification was not a requirement for
nomination.
PISA members enlisted as ISLA honourees
There were over 20 honourees. Out of the five honourees
in Hong Kong, PISA members occupied four seats. They
were:
Senior IT Security Professional:
Mr. Andy Ho (CISSP, CISA, CISM, Ex-Chairperson of
PISA)
IT Security Practitioner:
Mr. S.C. Leung (CISSP, CISA, CBCP, Founding
Chairperson of PISA)
Mr Wo Sang Young (CISSP, CISA, CIFI, CHFI, CEH,
Ex-Chairperson of PISA),
Mr Danny Wing-Chiu Ha (CISSP, CISA, CISM, Ex-ViceChairperson) of PISA

SC recalled that the War Driving Survey was an
innovation of PISA and it had impact till now. Another
innovative project was the School Infosec Survey, which
had been influenced the HK Government to enhance the
school security policies. He also pointed to good work of
subsequent EXCOs and program committees in executing
these projects.
Mr. Sang Young, another successful nominee said, “I was
really surprised when I knew the result. It was a pity that I
could not fly to Bangkok to receive my award and to meet
other information security professional in Asia.” He saw
the award a recognition to his contribution to the
community, e.g. the War Driving studies.. Sang also gave
some tips in the overcoming the challenge, “besides doing
good things, having an excellent record keeping is vital.”

(ISC)2 representatives presented the awards to PISA
honourees
From Left:
SC Leung, Andy Ho, Kitty Chung (ISC2), Charlotte Ying (ISC2),
Sang Young and Danny Ha
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Howard Law CISSP

PISA

Vice Chairperson

W

hat is ALIG? What are the benefits to and the obligations of PISA when signing the agreement
with (ISC)2? Howard would give a briefing to these frequently asked questions.

PISA and (ISC)2
During the previous year when I was the chairperson of
PISA, I had been asked such a question - Is there any
relationship between PISA and the International
Information Systems Security Certification Consortium
(ISC)2?
My simple answer was "NO".
There are several facts that make people linking PISA and
ISC2 together. Firstly, the majority of PISA members are
CISSPs. Secondly, in the ISC2 CPE submission, PISA is
listed as a recognised body providing infosec seminars.
Lastly, under the Hong Kong law, PISA full members
holding CISSP for 4 year or more is eligible to be a voter in
the Information Technology Functional Constituency
(ITFC) of LegCo elections.

The ALIG programme will allow PISA to be more
engaged in regional and international information security
issues and events. With support from (ISC)2, PISA will
offer more enhanced benefits to members such as
convenient education opportunities and greater access to
other local professionals and peer networking
opportunities.

The ALIG Program

Your opinion welcomed

I like to report that, as from August 2007, PISA and (ISC)2
are even closer partners in promoting information security.
PISA has joined the (ISC)2 global Affiliated Local Interest
Group (ALIG) program. With independence of operation,
PISA can share resources and support from (ISC)2 in
organizing activities related to information security.

PISA is still as independent as before. PISA is a very
open organization and we always welcome opinions,
suggestions and comments from our members. Should
you have good ideas in the partnership with (ISC)2 or
other PISA activities, please feel free to email us at
info@pisa.org.hk. We shall seriously consider your ideas,
invite you in discussion, and put these ideas into
implementation.

PISA has been very active in the information security scene
in Hong Kong for several years. By joining (ISC)2 ALIG
program, PISA is demonstrating the commitment to
promoting information security awareness both within the
IT industry and to the general public in Hong Kong. This
aligns with PISA's mission:
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z to facilitate knowledge and information sharing among
the PISA members;
z to promote the highest quality of technical and ethical
standards to the information security profession;
z to promote best-practices in information security
control;
z to promote security awareness to the IT industry and
general public in Hong Kong;
z to be the de facto representative body of local
information security professionals
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Public Wifi Security Workgroup
Jason Luk

Mak Ming Tak

CISSP, CISM
Program Committee

CISSP, CISA, CEH, CHFI
Program Committee

P

ISA was invited to join the OFTA's Wifi Security workgroup as security expert. Two of our
members were our representative. PISA also formed an internal workgroup with numerous IT security
professionals to study the subject and provide support to our representatives. Jason Luk, the representative and
Mak Tak Ming, the internal workgroup member reported their work.

In May 2007, Hong Kong Government announced a
$210M plan to deploy public Wi-Fi access on public
infrastructures. The access coverage includes both indoor
and outdoor facilities (library, government buildings, parks,
etc.) The Government public wifi has been piloted in
Kowloon Park stating July 2007.

security measures for the better provision of public Wi-Fi
services; and
4.To recommend measures on promoting public
awareness on the security of public Wi-Fi service.

The introduction of the city-wide public Wi-Fi services also
heated up the commercial public wifi market. Many
operators are considering enter the market. If that is
realized, Hong Kong may become a world leading
ubiquitous connected city.
However, the benefits and new opportunities do not come
without cost. From the information security perspective,
there are a number of challenges to meet. The transmission
of the Wi-Fi signal is a broadcast-based technology. Even
though some security protection measures are available on
the market (e.g. encryption, frequency hopping etc), it is
still highly susceptible to data interception as well as other
security threats such as denial of services, eavesdropping,
and unauthorized access etc.

Composition of the WorkGroup

The workgroup consists of the following parties:
(a) Office of the Telecommunications Authority (OFTA);
(b) Office of the Government Chief Information Officer
In order to address the above issues, to protect the public (OGCIO);
interest, OFTA created the Workgroup for the Public Wi- (c) Class licensee(s) for the provision of public Wi-Fi
Fi Security. The mandates of the work group were:
service;
1.To identify security threats to public Wi-Fi services;
(d) Fixed Carrier Licensee(s) who are authorised to
2.To advise on the security measures to address the security provide public Wi-Fi service;
threats so identified;
(e) Relevant industry organisations.
3.To work out a set of guidelines with a view to providing
guidance to operators on implementing the necessary
Objectives of the WorkGroup
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Public Wifi Security Workgroup

PISA was invited to join the
workgroup as security expert. Two
of our members, James Chan and
Jason Luk represented PISA in the
the OFTA'S workgroup. PISA also
formed an internal workgroup with
numerous IT security professionals
to study the subject and provide
support to our representatives.

Work Progress

At a cost of only HK$50

Get a PISA Polo Shirt worth of $70

www.PISA.org.hk

The WG discussion framework
was released in the first meeting in
June, It was based on the NIST
Wireless Network Security 802.11,
Nov-2002 (800-48) and ITU-T
Recommendation M.3016.0 –
Security for the management. It
considers the three principles of
security (Confidentiality, Integrity
and Availability) against the
potential threats (Masquerade,
Eavesdropping,
Unauthorized
Access, Loss or Corruption of
Information, Repudiation, Forgery
and Denial of Service.)

PISA logos and wordings are made embroidery, i.e. knitting, to
make them outstanding. Subsidy from PISA is provided in each
Polo Shirt. A good deal for you! Please forward Purchase
Order to the EXCO (info@pisa.org.hk)
Available Size: S, M, L, XL

The initial draft of guideline had been created for comments and revisions. The opinions of the participants formed a
spectrum, from a very loose / near uncontrolled scenario to a tightly secured scenario. It was agreed that some balancing
point is to be seek.

PISA's initial comments
Our initial comments included the following points:
1. Peer-to-peer attack via a Wi-Fi network should also be addressed
2. User registration is preferred for authentication and accountability
3. Network service provider should retain user access records to facilitate the investigation of law enforcement agencies.
4. Security audit should be conducted by an independent and competent third party
The final version of the guideline, after consolidation of comments, was expected to be published in the SeptemberOctober time frame. We are open to discuss with any party on a practical and sufficient secure guideline for the public.
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We Share, We Progress.

Survey: War Driving in Macau
(Sep-2007)
WTIA and PISA war driving team performed a
war driving in Macau, together MANETIC (Macau
New Technologies Incubator Centre) and ECAM.
They took a mini-bus and tour around the Macau
island with our excellent guide Terry Cheung
(second from left) and Geoffroy Thonon (first from
the right in the back row).

The most exciting part perhaps was our
war drivers taking a expedition outside
the spectacular Macau Tower.
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Snapshot
We Share, We Progress.

Annual General Meeting
(Sep-2007)

The
EXCO
gave
a
very
comprehensive
business
and
financial report of the association
and there was very good discussions
on the future of PISA.
The new EXCO was also elected in
the meeting.

The group photo of AGM
participants.
Front left is our guest Vincent
Shiu from LinuxPilot.
Vincent came to report PISA
and (ISC)2 ISLA honourees in
Hong Kong.

The members took the opportunity to enjoy
talking and networking.
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Some members liked to chat with Kitty Chung
of (ISC)2 on their coming activities.
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Snapshot
We Contribute. We Achieve.

Seminar: Virtualization Applications and Security
(Jun-2007)

Jim Shek, Raymond Tang
and Sang Young delivered a
very interesting workshop on
virtualization
to
PISA
members and IVE Hacking
Wong staff and students.

Jim
Shek

Sang
Young

Raymond
Tang

Workshop: Malware Analysis Using Forensic Approach
(May-2007)
Sang Young delivered the workhop to PISA members and IVE
Hacking Wong staff and students
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Giving Expert Opinions on info-sec issues
PISA contributed to comment on various consultations
involving information security.
• Digital Content Copyright Consultation (Apr-2007)
• WiFi Security Consultation in Government Public
Wifi (Jun-2007)
• Hong Kong Domain Name Registration Operation
(Jun-2007)

Contributing to IT Professional Certification
PISA is actively involved in the development of IT Profession especially on
information security matters.
• Andy Ho presented in the Consultation Session for the “IT Professional
Certification System and IT Manpower Roster Feasibility Study” as the
Convener of Information Security sub-committee in the Qualification
Framework project on ICT Industry (Mar-2007).
• He was a member of the Board of Governance, Manpower Roaster
Feasibility Study (ITPCRS) project led by HKCS and sponsored by
OGCIO and a members of the Working Group for Registration System
for IT Professionals convened by HKIE.
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Our vision provides us our destination. Our missions provide us the directions.

Promotion
profession

of

PISA

and

information

security

• PISA participated in the Government Pavilion ICT Expo 2007 at
HKCEC and gave talks on “PISA and the information security
profession” (Apr-2007)
• PISA visisted IVE Hacking Wong. Sang Young and Thomas
Tsang gave talk on the “Career of Information Security” (May-2007).

Delivering public talks on Information Security
• Danny Ha spoke in InfoSec Certification & Data Protection Seminar organized by HKCERT,
HK Police and OGCIO on “Information Security Professional Certifications” (Jun-2006)
• Thomas Tsang spoke in the Hong Kong
Computer & Communications Festival
2007 on “Contentious Issues on
Information Security”; and and Anthony
Lai spoke on “Google Hacking”
respectively (Aug-2007)
• Antony Ma, Mak Ming Tak and Sang
Young delivered a talk with demonstration
in the Annual Seminar of HK Police, HK
Monetary Authority and HK Association
of Banks on Wireless LAN Security and
Hacking (Sep-2007)

Thomas Tsang spoke at the Hong Kong Computer &
Communications Festival 2007

• PISA coorganized with Democratic Party a series of four talks to the community on information
security. Howard Lau, Alan Tam and Thomas Tsang were the speakers. (Aug-2007 to Sep-2007)
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Vision
to be the prominent body of professional information security practitioners, and utilize
expertise and knowledge to help bring prosperity to the society in the Information Age

Successful Career

Be up-to-date and be more
competitive in the info-sec
community – line up yourself with the resources you
need to expand your
technical competency and
move forward towards a
more successful career.

Networking

Continued Education

Enjoy networking and
collaboration opportunities
with other in-the-field
security professionals and
exchange technical information and ideas for keeping
your knowledge up to date

Check out job listings information provided by members.
Get information on continuing
education and professional
certification

Sharing of Information

Many Ways

Find out the solution to your
technical problems from our
email groups and connections
with
our
experienced
members and advisors.

Enjoy the discounted or free
admissions to association
activities
including
seminars, discussions, open
forum, IT related seminars
and conferences organized or
supported by the Association.

You Can Benefit

Membership
Information

Realize Your Potential

Professional Recognition

Develop your potentials and
capabilities in proposing and
running project groups such as
Education Sector Security, WLAN
& Bluetooth Security, Honeynet,
Public Policy Committee and
others and enjoy the sense of
achievement and recognition of
your potentials

Benefit from the immediate
access to professional recognition by using post-nominal
designation

Membership Requirements
Type

Fee (HK$)

Qualifications

Relevant Experience

membership@pisa.org.hk

Full

500

3 years Info-Sec working experience

Membership
Application Form:

Associate

300

Recognized Degree in Computing
discipline, OR other appropriate
educational / professional qual.
Tertiary Education

Affiliate

300

Interested in furthering any of the
objects of the society

Nil

Student

100

Full-time student over 18 years old

Nil

Enquiry email:

http://www.pisa.org.hk/me
mbership/member.htm

Code of Ethics:
http://www.pisa.org.hk/ethi
cs/ethics.htm
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Info-Sec related experience

• Relevant computing experience (post-qualifications) will be counted, and the recognition of
professional examinations / membership is subject to the review of the Membership Committee.
• All members must commit to the Code of Ethics of the Association, pay the required fees and abide by
the Constitution and Bylaws of the Association
An Organization for Information Security Professionals

